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1 Introduction

The institutional powers of the presidency affect the president’s ability to achieve her

policy goals. Chief among these formal powers are the president’s ability to appoint

officials, seek their advice, and remove them from office. Together, appointment and

removal powers have formed the institutional basis for executive management of

administration, providing the administrative tools by which the president preserves

control over policymaking while in office.1 Yet, despite the growing importance of

presidential administration, few analyses have examined how appointment and

removal powers interact to further executive policymaking.2

While the president’s removal power has long been considered a key source of

accountability and control over policy (e.g., Decision of 1789, Myers v. United States

1926)3, most scholarship focuses only on the “front door” of appointments (Van Riper

1958). An extensive literature has considered the political implications of the

president’s appointment authority, but not alongside her removal authority (Moe

1985; Moe and Wilson 1994; Lewis 2008). However, the “front door” of appointments

cannot be fully understood without also considering the “back door” of

removal—precisely because removal authority creates an ongoing accountability

relationship between a president and her political appointees that affects how

appointees manage career bureaucrats.

This is important because negotiating interactions with career bureaucrats is a core

1For a more detailed discussion of executive management of administration see Arnold (1998).
2Notable exceptions include McCarty (2004) and Acs (2020). McCarty (2004) considers the ef-

fect of possible ex post manipulation of agency personnel via removal power on resource allocations
by the legislature. Acs (2020) focuses on implementation issues and argues that removal authority
improves appointees’ compliance with presidential directives. Instead, I focus on the informational
consequences of removal authority and show that removal authority potentially undermines presidents’
policy interests.

3As James Madison observed: “If the president should possess alone the power of removal from
office, those who are employed in the execution of the law will be in their proper situation, and the
chain of dependence be preserved; the lowest officers, the middle grade, and the highest, will depend,
as they ought, on the president. . . ” (Annals of Congress, 17 June 1789).
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task for political appointees. Many political appointees in the executive branch occupy

positions that require management of subordinate career civil servants. In 2016, there

were roughly 4,000 appointee jobs in the federal government—nearly half of which were

either top level or middle management positions in the executive branch.4

Modern presidents, in particular, have understood that effective management of

career bureaucrats is crucial for maintaining presidential control over policymaking.

As President Carter explained when asked what made a good Cabinet officer: “First,

he should be clearly in charge of the department. Everyone in the department should

know that he is in charge. . . .”5 Edwin Meese, an aide to President Reagan, echoed

this sentiment when he remarked,“We wanted our appointees to be the President’s

ambassadors to the agencies, not the other way around” (Rodman 2010). In fact,

political appointments were so important for advancing President Reagan’s policy

agenda that he dedicated two hours per week to personnel matters during the first

two years of his administration (Rodman 2010).

Given this scrutiny, appointees must cultivate a reputation for competent leadership

in order to maintain their position within an administration. Central to appointees’

reputation concerns is whether or not they have the expertise to “go it alone” instead

of yielding to the expertise of career bureaucrats whose policy views often differ from

those of the president. James A. Baker III, who served as Secretary of State under

George H. W. Bush, seemed to internalize this imperative when he quipped, “I headed

to State assuming that the President made foreign policy, not the Foreign Service”

(Rodman 2010). This suggests that the desire to demonstrate independence from career

bureaucrats may powerfully affect interactions between appointees and bureaucrats.

At a broad level, this paper explores how the possibility of removal conditions

interactions between political appointees and the career bureaucrats they manage and

4https://www.acus.gov/recommendation/public-identification-agency-officials.
5Thomas E. Cronin, “Conflict Over the Cabinet”, New York Times, August 12, 1979
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how this affects the types of appointees the president seeks to install. I argue that

removal authority changes the agency problem between the president and her

appointees in a subtle but important way. Assuming appointees wish to be retained,

how removal authority affects appointee behavior depends on an appointee’s

ideological alignment with the president. In particular, ally appointees subject to

political removals may not draw on the expertise of career bureaucrats if doing so

reveals they lack the expertise to determine policy themselves as this jeopardizes

their retention prospects. In contrast, even expert non-ally appointees face removal

by the executive which undermines their incentives to improve their reputation at the

expense of policy. This creates a tradeoff between ideological alignment and informed

policymaking that affects presidential appointments.

To develop this argument, I consider a two-period model of policymaking in which

the president selects and oversees a political appointee who can either delegate to a

subordinate career bureaucrat or determine policy himself. The president selects the

appointee on the basis of a known ideology and oversees the appointee. Based on her

oversight, the president can remove the appointee—this captures the president’s

formal removal authority—whereas career bureaucrats are not subject to political

removals and remain in office in each period. All actors have commonly known

spatial preferences over policy outcomes.6 The bureaucrat’s expertise about policy

effects is also common knowledge (Kaufman 1956; Gailmard and Patty 2007), but the

appointee’s expertise—or capability to competently determine policy—is his private

information. This reflects that an appointee’s ability may be assessed on the job and

that, for many job candidates, public information about competence is limited.

I assume that appointee expertise is independently and identically distributed

6This contrasts with Fox and Jordan (2011), who consider the possibility that delegation reveals
information about the ideological congruence of politicians with voters. In their model, politicians
will use bureaucratic agents to create policy to avoid responsibility for unfavorable outcomes.
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across appointee ideologies such that initially there is no tradeoff between an

appointee’s partisanship and his expertise. In the model, an appointee’s expertise

represents his competence as it affects the appointee’s ability to independently

execute policy.7 Appointees are either experts or non-experts: expert appointees are

as informed as the bureaucrat, whereas non-expert appointees are less informed. This

means expert appointees never benefit from bureaucratic expertise, while non-experts

always benefit provided they are sufficiently aligned with the bureaucrat.

Nevertheless, if expert appointees possess the expertise to determine policy

themselves, then delegating authority to the bureaucrat may reveal that an appointee

lacks expertise.

A central point of the model is that a political appointee subject to removal may

face “career concerns” (Holmström 1999) to manipulate the president’s belief about

his ability through his delegation decision.8 In contrast with previous work which

argues that the development of bureaucratic expertise inevitably created more

reliance on bureaucrats (Niskanen 1971; Miller and Moe 1983), this concern suggests

possibly too little reliance on careerist experts. The usual explanation for this is that

the ideological biases of career bureaucrats prevent such reliance (e.g., Moe 1985;

Lewis 2008). However, I argue that an appointee’s reputation incentives may

undermine delegation to expert career civil servants—even when delegation improves

policy outcomes from both the appointee and president’s perspectives.

After identifying this insight, I show how an appointee’s desire to demonstrate

expertise affects presidential appointments. The main result is that if career

7In this model, appointee expertise is expertise about policy. When I discuss an appointee’s
“competence” in the context of this model, I mean an appointee’s policy expertise. Other analyses
have differentiated between “policy” expertise and managerial expertise (e.g., Krause and O’Connell
2016).

8Standard models conceives of delegation to career bureaucrats as necessary to ensure informed
policymaking (Epstein and O’Halloran 1994; Epstein and O’Halloran 1999), whereas non-delegation
represents a mechanism for control in view of policy disagreement (Lewis 2008).
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bureaucrats are not too biased the president selects a non-ally appointee in the first

period in order to encourage reliance on bureaucratic expertise by non-experts that

prefer delegation. Because the president is willing to retain ally appointees even if

they are only as expert as their replacement, whereas non-ally appointees must be

more expert to be retained, reputation concerns create more distortion in the

delegation decisions of appointees closely aligned with the president. A non-expert

ally appointee will never be willing to delegate—which reveals a lack of expertise and

ensures removal—when retaining authority ensures retention with positive

probability.

By selecting non-ally appointees, the president credibly commits to sometimes

dismiss appointees even if they demonstrate high expertise. If the president is willing

to dismiss even experts, the policy cost to non-expert appointees of forgoing

delegation outweighs the potential reputation benefit. In equilibrium, the president

selects the appointee ideology that maximizes first period discipline—an appointee for

which retention is sequentially rational only if the president is certain the appointee is

an expert. This enables the president to commit to stringent retention criteria, which

facilitates delegation to better-informed career bureaucrats by non-expert appointees.

In contrast, the president always selects an ally appointee in the second period

when removal is impossible. This pattern of appointments is consistent with anecdotal

and empirical evidence (Krause and O’Connell 2016) that suggests that presidents

place more importance on loyalty as their terms progress. For instance, after President

Carter removed several members of his Cabinet, the New York Times observed that

“the tension between the President and a handful of strong-minded men had become

too severe, the desire for a Cabinet of unquestioned loyalty had grown too great” and

further argued that Carter had “sent an unmistakable signal to the Cabinet officers,
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new and old, that loyalty and team play are what is wanted.”9 President Nixon also

sought to appoint loyalists in his second term, whereas in his first term, he appointed

officials with broad support (Nathan 1983).

While the president prefers allies to non-allies all else equal, an appointee’s

competence may compensate for lack of ideological alignment. Previous work

highlights this tradeoff between loyalty to the president’s policy agenda and

competence in presidential appointments (e.g., Lewis 2008; Krause and O’Connell

2019) attributing this tradeoff to finite applicant pools and labor market constraints

(Lewis 2011;Krause and O’Connell 2019) or incentives to acquire costly expertise

(Gailmard and Patty 2007). In contrast, this paper connects the personal career

incentives of appointees to incentives to demonstrate expertise: the level of

competence an appointee must demonstrate in order to remain in government

depends on the appointee’s ideology which affects the credibility of removal.

This paper makes several contributions. First, it demonstrates how appointment

and removal powers interact to influence executive policymaking. Second, it

distinguishes between an appointee’s preferences and his behavior in office when

subject to political removal. Third, it provides new insights into the tradeoff between

ideological alignment and competence in presidential appointments—in particular

how appointee ideology evolves over terms. Finally, it highlights that successful

policymaking requires coordination between politicians and bureaucrats whose

strategic incentives potentially diverge. This issue has been highlighted in a growing

body of literature that considers multi-tier agency problems in the executive branch

and suggests that bureaucrats may either improve (Foarta 2021) or exacerbate (Li

et al. 2020) electoral control of politicians through their strategic behavior.

9Thomas E. Cronin, “Conflict Over the Cabinet”, New York Times, August 12, 1979
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Appointee Partisanship. A large literature examines how the appointment

process influences both the composition of executive agencies and the structure of

power between political appointees and career bureaucrats in ways which affect the

president’s ability to achieve her policy objectives (Lewis 2011). This literature

argues that modern presidents have increasingly looked to the political appointment

process to centralize authority over policy (Moe 1985; Moe and Wilson 1994; Lewis

2008). Many scholars have argued that by strategically appointing political

allies—appointees that share the president’s policy objectives—presidents have

asserted more control over executive policymaking (Moe 1985; Aberbach and

Rockman 2000; Lewis 2005; Lewis 2008).

Yet, in practice, the policy stances of political appointees do not necessarily

coincide with those of the president. For instance, Bertelli and Grose (2009) find

evidence that appointees’ ideologies differ significantly from the ideological views of

the president. Similarly, Krause and O’Connell (2019) demonstrate that political

appointees vary in their competence and ideological alignment with the president.

Krause and O’Connell (2016) further demonstrate that the ideology of appointees

evolve with the administration’s tenure.

Formal explanations for ideological divergence between the president and her

appointees argue that presidents are motivated by both policy and patronage goals

which may be furthered by appointing non-allies (Bertelli and Feldmann 2007) in

view of strategic interactions with other branches of government (McCarty 2004).

The logic underlying these models is that non-ally appointees balance the president’s

interests against the competing interests of either organized interest groups (Bertelli

and Feldmann 2007) or Congress (McCarty 2004). While these models highlight the

influence of actors external to the executive branch on presidential appointments, I

present a strategic rationale for non-ally appointments based solely on forces within
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the executive branch.

Loyalty or Competence. The tension between loyalty and competence is central

to understanding presidential appointments and, more generally, administrative

policymaking.10 This tradeoff has been well documented empirically. Constructing a

continuous measure of loyalty and competence, Waterman and Ouyang (2020) show

that few appointees obtain both high loyalty and competence scores.

Recent empirical work examines how presidents resolve the tradeoff between

loyalty and competence in practice. Krause and O’Connell (2019) show that

loyalty-competence tradeoffs are more significant with respect to policy expertise

than for general managerial talent. Presidents tend to value loyalty more in their

top-level appointees, whereas lower-level officials possess greater managerial talent

and policy expertise (Krause and O’Connell 2016). However, Waterman and Ouyang

(2020) find that presidents emphasize competence in presidential nomination and

Senate confirmation (PAS) and Senior Executive Service (SES) appointments.

While the loyalty-competence tradeoff is generally attributed to labor market

constraints (e.g., finite applicant pools) or, in the context of career bureaucrats,

incentives to acquire costly expertise (Gailmard and Patty 2007), I highlight how the

appointee’s ideology shapes the agency problem the president faces with her

appointee. The nature of the agency problem between the president and appointee

affects the president’s ability to learn about an appointee’s expertise during his

tenure.

This analysis differentiates between pure preference alignment and “real” loyalty

which derives from an appointee’s behavior in office. While Moe (1985) argues that

presidents have increasingly sought to install loyal appointees in order to gain control

10The tradeoff between loyalty and competence has been studied in other settings, including au-
thoritarian regimes (e.g., Egorov and Sonin 2011)
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over policy, this analysis shows that the logic underlying the desire to appoint

loyalists potentially conflates appointee preferences with behavior: loyalists are

valuable to the president because they act in accordance with the president’s

preferences, which they share. This logic may fail to describe appointee behavior if

appointees are subject to removal and retention is sufficiently valuable. This is

because the accountability relationship between the president and even loyal

appointees—or as I show, in particular for loyal appointees—places the president’s

policy goals in conflict with personal career incentives. The analysis demonstrates

that selecting appointees on the basis of loyalty potentially leads to worse behavior in

office.

This result is most similar to the logic in Shotts and Wiseman (2010), which

examines how the threat of removal affects an appointee’s investigative effort. Shotts

and Wiseman (2010) similarly find that the threat of removal is most effective when

the appointee is unaligned with the executive, whereas if the appointee is aligned

with the executive the threat of replacement can lead appointees to behave

“dogmatically,” undermining the executive’s policy interests. However, I find that the

president always replaces appointees with ideological allies in the second period when

she cannot credibly threaten removal.

2 A Model of Political Appointments with Executive Oversight

I consider a two-period model of policymaking, in which the president (E) both selects

and oversees a political appointee (P ). In each period t “ 1, 2, the political appointee

must decide whether to retain decision-making authority or delegate decision-making

authority to a perfectly informed but biased expert bureaucrat (A). The appointee’s

first period delegation decision conveys information about the appointee’s own expertise
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to the president that decides whether to remove or retain him.11

2.1 Formal Description

In each period, there is an ex ante unknown state of the world, ωt P Ω “ r0, 1s, which

represents underlying political conditions that affect policy outcomes. The common

prior belief is that the state of the world, ωt, is distributed uniformly over the interval

r0, 1s, independent across periods. The bureaucrat observes the state of the world ωt

prior to policymaking. This captures that the bureaucrat is an expert, as he is always

informed when choosing policy. The bureaucrat’s expertise is common knowledge.

Political appointees are either experts (θP “ θh) or non-experts (θP “ θl). An

appointee’s type is his private information, and determines the probability the

appointee is informed of the state prior to policymaking. With probability θP an

appointee is informed of ωt, and with probability 1 ´ θP an appointee is uninformed.

If the appointee is uninformed, he does not possess policy relevant private

information beyond the prior distribution of ωt. This guarantees that an uninformed

appointee is no more knowledgable than the president.

I assume that an expert appointee is as informed as the expert bureaucrat: θh “ 1.

In other words, there is no information asymmetry between an expert appointee and

the bureaucratic agent, as both observe ωt directly. In contrast, I assume a non-expert

appointee is less likely to be informed with θl P r0, 1q. This reflects that a non-expert

appointee is ex ante less likely than an expert appointee to be aware of the appropriate

policy to pursue.

In each policymaking period, the appointee either delegates policymaking authority

11Throughout I use the terms agent and bureaucrat interchangeably to refer to career bureaucrats in
the executive branch who are not subject to political removal. Similarly, I use the terms president and
executive to refer to the principal that exercises removal authority. The more general terms reinforce
that this accountability arrangement may be generalized to other contexts beyond the United States
federal executive branch.
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to the agent (dt “ 1) or retains policymaking authority (dt “ 0). If the appointee

retains policymaking authority (dt “ 0), he then selects policy yt P R. If instead the

agent holds policymaking authority (dt “ 1), then the agent determines the policy

yt P R.

The president observes the appointee’s delegation decision in each period, dt. This

is equivalent to assuming the president observes the identity of the decision-maker. I

discuss the substantive basis for this assumption in more detail following the model

exposition.

Following the first period and after observing the appointee’s delegation decision,

the president decides to either retain (r “ 1) or remove (r “ 0) the appointee. I

assume that an appointee’s expertise is independent of his ideology. The common

prior belief that an untried replacement appointee is an expert is given by κ P p0, κ̃q

where κ̃ “
?
3
2

.12 At the conclusion of the second policymaking period payoffs are

realized and the interaction ends.

Sequence. In each policymaking period t, the sequence is as follows:

1. If t “ 1 or r “ 0, the president (E) selects an appointee with commonly known

bias bP P R.

2. Nature draws the state of the world ωt P r0, 1s and the untried appointee’s

expertise θP P tθl, 1u.

3. The appointee (P ) observes his expertise, θP .

4. The appointee retains policymaking authority (dt “ 0) or delegates (dt “ 1)

authority to the bureaucratic agent (A).

12This assumption ensures there is a substantial tradeoff between ideology and expertise. The
analysis is similar if untried first period appointees are of higher competence than the pool of second
period replacements.
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5. (a) If P retains policymaking authority (dt “ 0),

i. With probability θP P is perfectly informed of the state (sPt “ ωt),

whereas with probability 1´ θP P is uninformed of the state (sPt “ H).

ii. P selects policy yt P R.

(b) If P delegates (dt “ 1),

i. A is informed of the state (sAt “ ωt).

ii. A selects policy yt P R.

6. E observes dt.

Payoffs. The president obtains utility from policy in each period according to

uEt “ ´pyt ´ ωtq
2,

whereas the appointee and the bureaucrat obtain utility from policy equal to

uit “ ´pyt ´ ωt ´ biq
2.

This assumes, without loss of generality, that the president prefers that policy

correspond exactly with ωt. Both the bureaucrat’s bias, bA, and an appointee’s bias,

bP , are common knowledge. The bureaucrat does not share the president’s policy

preferences, or bA ą 0. This reflects a standard assumption in delegation models:

that career bureaucrats may be more informed, but are also biased relative to the

preferences of the president. I refer to an appointee as an ally of the president if

bP “ 0.

I assume that appointees obtain utility from policy in each period irrespective of

whether or not they hold office. In addition, the appointee obtains a payoff τ in each
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period in which he holds office. The parameter τ represents pure officeholding benefits

which are distinct from the policy benefits of officeholding. Throughout I assume that

the pure officeholding benefits are sufficiently large or τ ą τ . If appointees place little

value on office-holding (τ ď τ), then non-expert appointees would prefer dismissal to

the policy distortions necessary to gain retention. In such cases, non-expert appointees

would prefer to exit government and the president would not face an agency problem

with ally appointees. Assumption 1 provides a formal definition of τ . I also assume a

common discount factor δ P p0, 1q.

Strategies and Information. Prior to the election the president observes the

appointee’s delegation decision. Based on the appointee’s delegation decision, the

president forms beliefs about the appointee’s level of competence, given by

κ̂pd1, bP q : d1 ˆ bP Ñ r0, 1s, which assign for each possible first period delegation

decision d1 P t0, 1u and appointee ideology, a probability that the appointee is an

expert (θP “ 1).

A strategy for the president is a choice of appointee ideology bP in the first period or

in the second period, following removal, βPt : tÑ R, and a probability of retaining the

first period appointee given the president’s information, or ρpd1, βP q : d1ˆ bP Ñ r0, 1s.

A strategy for the bureaucrat is a policy action given the his private information,

ωt, provided he is delegated to (i.e., dt “ 1), or yt : 1 ˆ ωt Ñ R. I denote the agent’s

strategy by yp1q ” py1p1, ¨q, y2p1, ¨qq. A strategy for the appointee is a probability of

delegation (i.e., dt “ 1) given his type θP P tθl, 1u ˆ bP , or σt : θP ˆ bP Ñ r0, 1s, and a

policy choice yt : 0ˆ sPt Ñ R if he retains decision-making authority (i.e., dt “ 0).
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2.2 Discussion

There are three basic premises of the model. First, presidents care about the

competence of their appointees. Second, appointee competence is not fully known at

the time of appointment. Third, the president uses both the information available

and the institutional tools at her disposable to promote competence amongst her

appointees. I discuss each of these assumptions in turn.

A Preference for Competence. Presidents seek to install political appointees that

will effectively carry out their policy agenda. As Clay Johnson, George W. Bush’s first

director of presidential personnel, made plain in a personnel document, “This is not

a beauty contest. The goal is to pick the person who has the greatest chance of

accomplishing what the principal wants done” (Lewis 2008, p. 27). Because political

appointments have been used to exert control over bureaucratic policymaking (Wood

and Waterman 1991), many scholars have argued that competent appointees are better

able to support presidential programs (Mann 1964; Edwards 2001). To maintain control

over policymaking, Moe (1985) argues that presidents value “responsive competence”

in their appointees.

Upper-tier political appointees, in particular, are able to exert substantial

influence over policymaking (see Kaufman 1981; Wilson 1995). Therefore, ensuring

that these appointees have the ability to effectively execute policy is critical for

influencing bureaucratic policymaking. In the words of a congressional staffer:

White House people are generally quite sincere when they say they want

good people. They tend to realize—to a greater or lesser extent—that the

success of their administration depends on getting high-quality

people. . . (Heclo 1977, p. 95)

Moreover, as presidents are held accountable for government performance (Moe and
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Wilson 1994), the president seeks to appoint individuals that are able to “. . . manage,

design, and effectively carry out new programs, implement key legislation, or deliver

services” (Edwards 2001, p. 15).

Uncertainty about Appointee Competence. Though presidents have long

recognized the value of competent appointees, ensuring recruitment of qualified

appointees in practice is another matter—especially given the large number of

vacancies the president is expected to fill (Lewis 2008). Given the immense demands

of the appointment process, presidential aides tasked with recommending qualified

applicants may place less emphasis on expertise than on simply filling a vacancy. As

a Reagan aide stated, “As far as I’m concerned anyone who supported Reagan is

competent” (Lewis 2008, p. 27).

While an appointee’s partisan sympathies may be reasonably divined from previous

involvement with political campaigns, an appointee’s competence or expertise is often

more difficult to discern. This problem is exacerbated by the influx of young appointees

whose past experience is limited. For instance, finding qualified applicants to fill lower

level subcabinet vacancies is often difficult and these posts are increasingly filled by

young and relatively inexperienced candidates (Pfiffner 1987).

These observations reinforce that the selection process does not necessarily identify

the most qualified applicants ex ante. This suggests that there is scope to reassess an

appointee’s capabilities based on performance on-the-job. I incorporate this tension

into the model by assuming that the executive is uncertain of the appointee’s ability,

modeled as the likelihood the appointee understands underlying political conditions

when selecting policy. This simply reflects that there is residual uncertainty about the

appointee’s officeholding qualifications that may be revealed post-appointment.
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Promoting Appointee Competence. In this model, the president generates

accountability to her policy preferences by either removing or retaining the political

appointee. I argue that passing work off to a subordinate surely suggests something

about an appointee’s ability. To isolate this channel of accountability, I assume that

the president bases retention decisions on appointees’ formal participation in the

policymaking process—rather than the appointee’s policy decisions which are

unobserved (Potter 2019). This assumption reflects both theoretical observations and

practical realities.

From a purely theoretical standpoint, the appointee’s delegation decision always

provides useful information to the president. Even if the president were to observe

policy, observing the extent of an appointee’s involvement in the policymaking

process provides additional information that helps the president learn about

appointee competence and discriminate amongst appointees at the retention stage.

From a practical standpoint, this information is useful to presidential

administrations as policy choices and, per force, policy effects take years to

materialize as policymaking “rarely seems to involve a group of political executives

walking in, thumping the table, and giving the administration’s marching orders”

(Heclo 1977, p. 178). Rather, more often policymaking is characterized by “a

continuing dialogue in which bureaucrats are important participants” (Heclo 1977, p.

178).

As a result, presidents look to the policymaking process for information about an

appointee’s ability. This attention to interactions between political appointees and

career civil servants is captured by Heclo (1977): “Weaknesses among political

executives lead inevitably to White House complaints” about their cooptation by the

permanent bureaucrats they were supposed to oversee (p. 111). President Nixon

memorably complained about a member of his Cabinet, “rather than running the
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bureaucracy, the bureaucracy runs him.”13 This illustrates that appointees’ dealings

with career bureaucrats are subject to executive scrutiny.

The president can see which actors are exercising leadership in developing policy

long before she can observe the actor’s policy choice or the effects of the policy. Given

demands on the president, presidents have to act quickly on the best information they

have when they have it; they cannot necessarily afford to wait to see policy results

materialize.

In practice, few early appointees continue to serve deep into presidential

administrations. In recent administrations, only 11% of high-level appointees

continued to serve throughout the president’s second term.14 While some appointees

exit government by choice, many are either formally removed or forced to resign by

the president. For instance, Presidents Harry Truman and Richard Nixon both

orchestrated the resignations of several members of their Cabinets, while President

Carter formally removed several members of his cabinet later in his term. More

recently, the President Trump experienced high turnover in his Cabinet, with many

members resigning under pressure.15 This indicates that presidents have been willing

to exercise removal authority to better control policymaking.

3 Analysis

The equilibrium analysis considers perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) in which beliefs

satisfy the D1 criterion (Banks and Sobel 1987). This implies that players’ actions

are consistent with their beliefs and beliefs are derived using Bayes’ Rule when

possible. Off the equilibrium path, beliefs assign positive probability only to the type

13https://www.nytimes.com/1979/08/12/archives/conflict-over-the-cabinet-cabinet.html
14https://presidentialtransition.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2019/11/Turnover-

Report11.7.19.pdf
15https://time.com/5625699/trump-cabinet-acosta/
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of appointee that benefits from the deviation (in terms of generating a greater payoff

relative to her equilibrium expected payoff) for a larger subset of possible off path

retention probabilities by the executive. This implies that off-path delegation causes

the executive to infer that the appointee is inexpert, whereas off-path leadership

causes the executive to infer that the appointee is expert.16

An equilibrium is given by (σ˚, y˚, β˚, ρ˚, κ˚). In equilibrium, the executive infers

the expertise of the appointee and retains the first period appointee on the basis of these

beliefs, κ˚, according to ρ˚. Each type of appointee selects a probability of delegation

σ˚ understanding the inference the executive will draw based on her information, dt.

Proofs for all formal results are given in Appendix A.1. Appendix A.2 provides proofs

for statements of uniqueness, while Appendix A.3 provides conditions on equilibrium

appointee strategies: that in any PBE at most one type of appointee is indifferent

between delegating authority and exercising leadership. This implies that in any PBE,

appointees use either fully pooling, fully separating, or semi-separating strategies in

the first period. If either type of appointee is indifferent between delegating authority

and exercising policy leadership in a PBE, the equilibrium is semi-separating.

3.1 Policymaking

I first consider how policy is chosen in each period for a given allocation of formal

decision-making authority. I use the term policymaking to refer to the choice of policy

yt in each period, whereas the delegation decision, dt, refers to the authority to select

policy yt. The delegation decision will determine the identity of the policymaker in each

period—if the appointee delegates to the bureaucrat (dt “ 1) the bureaucrat selects

policy, whereas if the appointee retains authority (dt “ 0) he selects policy himself.

The executive retains the appointee based on the delegation decision, which

16This holds for the parameter regions considered in the analysis. If office-holding benefits are low
enough, off-path delegation would cause the executive to infer the appointee is expert.
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indicates the appointee’s involvement in the policymaking process. The extent to

which the appointee relies on the bureaucrat to make policy potentially conveys

information about the appointee’s level of expertise as less expert appointees have

more to gain by transferring policy authority to a better informed bureaucrat. Given

that the executive does not observe policy choices or outcomes, she cannot condition

her retention decisions on policy performance. As a result, the policy choice does not

impact the appointee’s retention prospects. Conditional on a distribution of formal

policymaking authority, the policy choice only impacts each actors’ utility in that

period.

This observation has two important implications for this analysis. First,

policymaking incentives for both the appointee and the bureaucrat are identical in

each period. Second, the policymaker does not have an incentive to distort his policy

choice. This means that in each period policies will reflect both the bias and

information of the policymaker—the actor that determines policy will select his

preferred policy given the information available to him and his ideology. Specifically,

in each period, the agent will select policy according to

y˚t p1, ωtq “ ωt ` bA, (1)

whereas the appointee will select policy according to

y˚t p0, s
P
t q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

sPt ` bP if sPt P t0, 1u

Epωtq ` bP if sPt “ H.

(2)

If the executive were able to observe the appointee’s policy choice in addition to the

delegation decision, policymaking incentives for the bureaucrat would be unchanged,

however an uninformed appointee may face incentives to distort his policy choice in
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order to appear expert. I do not consider this case here. Instead, to clarify the

relationship between delegation and removal, I focus on the appointee’s incentives to

signal ability purely through the distribution of formal decision-making authority.

3.2 Delegation without Reputation Concerns

To understand the reputation incentives executive oversight and the possibility of

removal introduce for political appointees, I first analyze an appointee’s delegation

behavior in the absence of retention incentives. This corresponds to the equilibrium

delegation behavior in the second period and provides a baseline for comparison.

Absent retention concerns, an appointee’s delegation decision is purely guided by

his ideology and level of expertise. An appointee is only willing to delegate decision-

making authority to the bureaucrat if the benefits of informed policymaking outweigh

the costs of worse control over policy. Thus, an appointee is willing to delegate only if

´pbA ´ bP q
2
ě ´p1´ θP qVarpωtq ñ bA ´ εpθP q ď bP ď bA ` εpθP q (3)

where εpθP q ” rp1´ θP qVarpωtqs
1
2 .17 This reflects a standard tradeoff in delegation

decisions: a principal cannot gain from a biased agent’s expertise without some loss of

control.

As expert appointees have access to the same information as the bureaucrat when

determining policy, only non-expert appointees sufficiently aligned with the

bureaucrat will have a strict incentive to delegate given θl P r0, 1q. Definition 1

defines the set of appointee biases for which delegation yields a weakly greater second

period expected utility for a non-expert appointee. Lemma 1 states the second period

delegation behavior for each type of appointee.

17To simplify notation, going forward I omit the subscript t when referring to distributional prop-
erties of the random variable ω1 or ω2, as Epω1q “ Epω2q and Varpω1q “ Varpω2q.
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Definition 1 ∆˚ ” rbA ´ εpθlq, bA ` εpθlqs

Lemma 1 (Second Period Delegation) In the second period, an expert appointee

retains decision-making authority (i.e., σ˚2 p1, bP q “ 0), whereas a non-expert appointee

delegates if and only if he is sufficiently aligned with the bureaucrat, or

σ˚2 pθl, bP q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1 if bP P ∆˚

0 otherwise.

(4)

Based on the delegation behavior described in Lemma 1, I identify two different

configurations of bureaucratic bias. Definition 2 uses an ally appointee’s (βP “ 0)

delegation decision to characterize a bureaucrat as either moderate or extreme. A

bureaucrat is moderate if, absent career concerns, non-expert ally appointees prefer

to delegate to the bureaucrat. A bureaucrat is extreme if, instead, non-expert ally

appointees prefer to determine policy themselves, rather than delegate to the

bureaucrat. Given the ally holds the same policy preferences as the executive, the

threshold also reflects the executive’s preferences over an ally appointee’s behavior

while in office.

Definition 2 The bureaucrat is said to be moderate if bA ď εpθlq and extreme if bA ą

εpθlq.

Appointee Selection (t “ 2). Next I consider the executive’s preferences over

appointee ideology in the second period when the appointee is not subject to removal.

To understand the executive’s preferences over the ideology of her appointees in the

second period, first consider the utility each type of political appointee generates. An

expert appointee always exercises policy leadership, whereas a non-expert appointee

delegates only if he is sufficiently aligned with the bureaucratic agent.
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In the second period, appointees do not face reputation incentives to demonstrate

expertise and, as a consequence, do not distort their delegation decisions from what

is policy-optimal based on their own expertise and ideology. Furthermore, there is no

tradeoff between ideology and expertise in the second period: all appointees have the

same expected competence κ, and there is no benefit from learning about an appointee’s

competence on the job. Therefore, the executive’s expected utility from an untried

political appointee is

EuE2 pbP ; bAq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´κb2P ´ p1´ κqb
2
A if bP P ∆˚

´b2P ´ p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq if bP R ∆˚.

(5)

For either configuration of bureaucratic preferences, each type of ally appointee

chooses the executive’s preferred action given his type. If the bureaucrat is moderate,

appointing an ally ensures reliance on bureaucratic expertise by non-experts without

inflicting the cost of known policy disagreement if the appointee is an expert. If the

bureaucrat is extreme, appointing an ally ensures a non-expert appointee does not

transfer authority to the bureaucrat while minimizing the cost of known policy

disagreement with her appointees. This means the executive will always replace a

removed appointee with an ideological ally. Lemma 2 formally states this result.

Lemma 2 (Replacing an Appointee) If the first period appointee is removed (i.e., r “

0), the executive replaces the removed appointee with an ideological ally, βP˚2 “ 0.

Lemma 2 allows the analysis to be simplified to consider just the optimal

appointee ideology in the first period, given that the executive always replaces a

removed appointee with an ideological ally. The second period appointee selection

behavior reflects a standard logic in the political appointments literature: a president

utilizes the political appointment process to install ally appointees loyal to the
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president’s policy agenda.

This highlights the importance of loyalty when appointees do not face reputation

incentives. When appointing a replacement, the president does not face a tradeoff

between ideology and control. In general, the president will only be willing to appoint

a non-ally if doing so furthers her control over policymaking. This tension between

ideology and control arises in the first period when appointees face reputation concerns

to demonstrate expertise that vary by ideology.

3.3 Removal Decision

Given the second period behavior described, an executive will remove an appointee

if the expected utility from replacing the appointee exceeds the expected utility from

retaining the appointee. The executive’s expected utility from removing the first period

appointee is given by

EuE2 premoveq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´p1´ κqb2A if bA ď εpθlq

´p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq if bA ą εpθlq,

(6)

whereas his expected utility from retaining the first period appointee is

EuE2 pretain; κ̂q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´κ̂b2P ´ p1´ κ̂qb
2
A if bP P ∆˚

´b2P ´ p1´ κ̂qp1´ θlqVarpωq if bP R ∆˚

(7)

where κ̂ represents the executive’s posterior belief that the first period appointee is an

expert.

Remark 1 characterizes the executive’s posterior beliefs for any strategy profile

in which experts always determine policy themselves. This formalizes a key strategic

tension in the model: a non-expert appointee damages his reputation by delegating, but
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may improve his reputation by determining policy himself. Nevertheless, competence

alone is insufficient to guarantee retention. Instead, both the executive’s beliefs that an

appointee is competent and the extent of ideological alignment between the executive

and appointee jointly determine retention.

Remark 1 (Executive Beliefs) Suppose expert appointees always determine policy

themselves (i.e., σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 0) and non-expert appointees sometimes delegate (i.e.,

σ˚1 pθl, bP q P p0, 1s). Then, the executive’s equilibrium posterior beliefs are given by

κ˚pd1, bP q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

κ

κ` p1´ κqp1´ σ˚1 pθl, bP qq
if d1 “ 0

0 otherwise.

(8)

If both expert and non-expert appointees determine policy themselves (i.e., σ˚1 p1, bP q “

σ˚1 pθl, bP q “ 0), then κ˚p0, bP q “ κ.

If an appointee is too ideologically extreme, he president will be unwilling to retain

an appointee even if he is an expert. Lemma 3 provides a formal statement of this

intuition. Definition 3 defines the set of appointee biases that may possibly be retained

with positive probability in an equilibrium, R. If βP R R, then no belief κ̂ P r0, 1s would

lead the executive to retain the appointee.

Lemma 3 There exists κ̂ P r0, 1s such that it is sequentially rational for the executive

to retain the appointee if and only if

• the bureaucrat is moderate and ´bA
?

1´ κ ď bP ď bA
?

1´ κ; or

• the bureaucrat is extreme and ´εpθlq
a

p1´ κq ď bP ď εpθlq
a

p1´ κq.

Definition 3 R ” r´mintbA, εpθlqu
?

1´ κ,mintbA, εpθlqu
?

1´ κs
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Provided an appointee is sufficiently aligned with the executive (i.e., bP P R), the

appointee’s expertise may compensate the executive for worse ideological alignment.

While the executive prefers allies all else equal, she will prefer an expert non-ally to a

less expert ally. If bP P R, the executive will only retain an appointee that is sufficiently

expert, or κ̂ ě κ. Lemma 4 provides a formal statement of the level of expertise

an appointee must demonstrate in order to be retained with positive probability in

equilibrium, κ. This retention threshold varies based on the ideological alignment

between the president and her appointee, as well as the ideology of the bureaucrat.

Lemma 4 (Retention) The executive retains an appointee (i.e., ρ˚p¨, bP q ą 0) only if

bP P R and κ̂ ě κ where

κ “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

κb2A
b2A ´ b

2
P

if bA ď εpθlq, bP P ∆˚

1´
pp1´ κqb2A ´ β

2
P q

p1´ θlqVarpωq
if bA ď εpθlq, bP R ∆˚

b2A ´ p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq

b2A ´ b
2
P

if bA ą εpθlq, bP P ∆˚

κ`
b2P

p1´ θlqVarpωq
if bA ą εpθlq, bP R ∆˚.

(9)

Otherwise, the appointee is dismissed (i.e., ρ˚p¨, bP q “ 0).

An important implication of Lemma 4 is that as ideological disagreement between

the executive and the appointee increases, appointees must demonstrate greater

expertise in order to be retained. This is consistent with the intuition that

competence may compensate for worse ideological alignment. An ally appointee need

only be as expert as his potential replacement in order to be retained, whereas a

non-ally must be more expert.

The level of competence an appointee must demonstrate in order to be retained is
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depicted graphically in Figure 1. The figure demonstrates that as disagreement between

the president and appointee increases, the appointee must demonstrate more expertise

in order to be retained. The difference between this retention threshold, κ, and the

prior belief, κ, corresponds to how much ”good” news about his type an appointee must

generate in order to remain in office. If the appointee is aligned with the president, the

appointee need only not reveal that he is a non-expert in order to be retained. That

is, the appointee can be retained without generating additional information about his

ability. In contrast, a non-ally appointee must reveal more information about his ability

to be retained.

Two observations are key for understanding appointment incentives in the first

period: retaining decision-making authority improves a non-expert appointee’s

reputation (Remark 1); and the ideology of the appointee affects the credibility of

removal. The ideology of the first period appointee commits the executive to using

the retention threshold κ which affects a non-expert appointee’s incentives to improve

his reputation by retaining decision-making authority. This means that, if the

bureaucrat is moderate, the level of expertise required to be retained directly

corresponds to the discipline the executive can induce in equilibrium amongst

appointees that prefer to delegate to the bureaucrat (i.e., bP P ∆˚).

3.4 Delegation with Reputation Concerns

Now I consider an appointee’s delegation behavior when he is subject to oversight

and removal by the executive. This is key for understanding first period appointment

incentives because the threat of removal may induce appointees to deviate from their

second period delegation behavior if the benefit of office-holding is sufficiently large. I

restrict attention to this substantively important case.

Assumption 1 guarantees that an ally appointee prefers to be retained to such an
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κ
1

κ

0
0 bP

bP P ∆˚

(a) bA ă
εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

κ
1

κ

0
0 bPbA ´ εpθlq

bP P ∆˚

(b) εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

ă bA ă εpθlq

Figure 1: Retention threshold, κ, for bP P R

Note: The graph is constructed for κ “ 1
2 , θl “ 0. The left figure uses bA “ 0.15, the right

uses bA “ 0.2.

extent that he is willing to sacrifice policy utility in the first period to do so. For suffi-

ciently low office-holding motivations, there no meaningful tradeoff between appointee

ideology and first period policymaking. If office-holding motives are sufficiently weak,

appointees do not deviate from their second period delegation behavior in order to re-

main in government. This analysis seeks to highlight optimal appointments precisely

when retention motives dominate first period policy concerns.

Assumption 1 τ ą max

"

1

δ
rp1´ θqVarpωq ´ p1´ δκqb2As , κb

2
Ap1` 2

?
1´ κq

*

” τ

In order to characterize first period delegation, I first define what it means for an

appointee to under-delegate. An appointee is said to under-delegate if he fails to rely

on bureaucratic expertise due to retention concerns. Definition 4 provides a formal

statement of under-delegation.
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Definition 4 (Under-Delegation) An appointee is said to under-delegate if

σ˚1 pθP , bP q ă σ˚2 pθP , bP q.

Understanding an appointee’s incentives to under-delegate is critical for

understanding the executive’s preferences over first period appointments when the

bureaucrat is moderate. Non-expert appointees more aligned with the executive do

not need to demonstrate as much expertise in order to be retained. This means

non-experts can delegate less and still be retained. Lemma 5 formally characterizes

equilibrium delegation in the first period.

Lemma 5 (First Period Delegation) Assume τ ą τ and bA ă εpθq. In any equilibrium

that satisfies D1,

• expert appointees always select policy themselves σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 0

• non-expert appointees under-delegate if bP P int ∆˚ XR with

σ˚1 pθl, bP q “
b2P

p1´ κqb2A
; (10)

otherwise, non-expert appointees aligned with the bureaucrat delegate, while non-

expert appointees unaligned with the bureaucrat retain authority, σ˚1 pθl, bP q “

σ˚2 pθl, bP q.

By Lemma 5, non-expert ally appointees will determine policy themselves despite

a preference for delegation absent retention concerns. This means that the executive’s

belief an ally appointee that retains decision-making authority is expert is κ.

Similarly, Lemma 5 implies that the executive’s belief an appointee unaligned with

the bureaucrat (i.e., bP R ∆˚) that retains decision-making authority is expert is also

κ, given appointees unaligned with the bureaucrat always determine policy

themselves (i.e., σ˚1 pθP , bP q “ 0 @ bP R ∆˚).
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σ˚t pθl, bP q

1

0
0 bP

bP P ∆˚

(a) bA ă
εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

σ˚t pθl, bP q

1

0
0 bPbA ´ εpθlq

bP P ∆˚

(b) εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

ă bA ă εpθq

Figure 2: Equilibrium delegation by non-experts if bP P R

Note: The solid segments indicate equilibrium delegation by the non-expert appointee if t “ 1.
The loosely dashed segment indicates equilibrium delegation by the non-expert appointee if
t “ 2. The graph is constructed for κ “ 1

2 , θl “ 0. The left graph uses bA “ 0.15, the right
uses bA “ 0.2.
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For identical levels of expected competence, the executive will always prefer an ally

to a non-ally–and so there always exists some bP P ∆˚ that the executive prefers to

bP R ∆˚ in the first period. In second period, Lemma 2 implies bP P ∆˚ provided

bA ď εpθq following dismissal r “ 0. Therefore, Proposition 1 follows as a direct

implication of Lemma 2 and Lemma 5.

Proposition 1 Assume τ ą τ and βA ă εpθlq. Then, βP˚t P ∆˚.

The executive will always select appointees that have a policy interest in

delegating authority to the bureaucrat if the bureaucrat is moderate. Nevertheless, if

officeholding is sufficiently valuable to political appointees (Assumption 1),

appointees distort their use of bureaucratic expertise (Lemma 5). In particular,

non-expert appointees sufficiently aligned with both the bureaucrat and the executive

under-delegate in the first period.

4 Equilibrium and Dynamics of Appointments

In this analysis, I focus on the case of a moderate bureaucrat. This is precisely when

there is a meaningful conflict between an ally appointee’s personal career incentives

and policy-optimal use of bureaucratic expertise from the executive’s perspective. The

executive always prefers that non-expert appointees delegate to a moderate bureaucrat,

whereas non-expert appointees face incentives to improve their reputation by retaining

policymaking authority.

To build intuition for the equilibrium results, first consider the executive’s utility

from an ally appointee. By Lemma 5, both expert and non-expert ally appointees will

determine policy themselves if office-holding benefits are sufficiently large. Then, the
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executive’s utility from appointing an ally in the first period is

´p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq ´ δp1´ κqb2A. (11)

Now consider the executive’s expected utility from a non-ally that favors delegation

(i.e., bP P ∆˚). Given an appointee’s delegation behavior (Lemma 5), the executive’s

expected utility from appointing a non-ally bP P ∆˚ XR may be written as

b2P
b2A

“

b2P ` p1´ θlqVarpωq
‰

looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

Policy gains

´ 2b2P
loomoon

Policy losses

´p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq ´ δp1´ κqb2A
loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon

Constant in appointee bias, bP

. (12)

Comparing the executive’s utility from an ally (equation 11) to her utility from a

non-ally (equation 12) highlights that first period appointments only influence the

executive’s expected utility through the appointment’s affect on first period policy: if

office-holding is sufficiently valuable, the executive’s second period expected utility is

identical for all bP P ∆˚ XR. Therefore, the executive will choose the ideology of her

first period appointee in order to maximize first period control. As the policy losses

from a non-ally are concave, whereas the gains are convex this implies either bP “ 0

if the policy losses exceed the policy gains or bP P t´bA
?

1´ κ, bA
?

1´ κu X ∆˚ (by

Proposition 1).

The policy gains outweigh the policy losses only if the bureaucrat is sufficiently

moderate. Proposition 2 states the key result of the analysis. If bureaucrats are not

too extreme, then the president benefits from installing appointees whose ideologies

differ from her own. In equilibrium, the president selects the appointee to maximize

first period discipline. This guarantees policy is made by experts in the first period:

either by expert appointees who maintain decision-making authority or by the expert

bureaucrats empowered to make policy by non-expert appointees. This highlights that
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βP˚1

0

bA
?

1´ κ

´bA
?

1´ κ

bA

0 εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

εpθlq?
1`κ

εpθlq

Figure 3: Appointee Selection if τ ą τ (t “ 1)

Note: The solid segments indicate the president’s optimal first period appointee. The loosely
dashed segment indicates the bureaucrat’s bias. The graph is constructed for κ “ 1

2 , θl “ 0.

worse ideological alignment between the executive and her appointee may confer greater

control in the first period.

Proposition 2 (First Period Appointments) Assume τ ą τ and bA ă εpθq. If bA ă

εpθlq?
1`κ

, then in any equilibrium that satisfies the D1 refinement, the president selects a

biased first period appointee, βP˚1 ‰ 0:

• If bA ă
εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

, then βP˚1 P t´bA
?

1´ κ, bA
?

1´ κu.

• If εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

ă bA ă
εpθlq?
1`κ

, then βP˚1 “ bA
?

1´ κ.

Otherwise, if bA ą
εpθlq?
1`κ

, the president selects an ally in the first period, βP˚1 “ 0.

If the bureaucrat is sufficiently aligned with the president, the ideological

divergence between the president and her appointees is increasing in bureaucratic

bias. As bureaucratic bias increases, the president must select increasingly less

aligned appointees in order to encourage non-expert appointees to rely on better
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informed bureaucrats. In contrast, as competence is more abundant, the president

faces less of a tradeoff between ideology and expertise. This leads the president to

select appointees more aligned with her own ideology—and less aligned with the

agent. As appointee talent improves, the president is less willing to appoint non-allies

given the increased likelihood ally appointees are competent. These results are

summarized in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3 (Ideological Alignment) Assume τ ą τ and bA ă
εpθq
?
1`κ

. Then, ideolog-

ical divergence between the executive and her first period appointee is

• increasing in the bureaucrat’s bias, bA

• decreasing in the expected competence of a replacement, κ.

The analysis has implications for how political appointments evolve throughout

the president’s tenure in office. Provided the bureaucrat is sufficiently moderate, first

period appointees are always less aligned with the president than second period

appointees. This result is stated formally in Proposition 4. In the second period there

is no tradeoff between appointee ideology and control over policymaking—each type

of ally appointee takes the policy-optimal action given his type. In contrast, in the

first period the president confronts a tradeoff between ideology and control. In order

encourage reliance on bureaucratic expertise, she appoints a non-ally.

This result is consistent with empirical findings that suggest presidents prioritize

loyalty more as their administrations progress (Krause and O’Connell 2016).18 This

analysis suggests that as the nature of the appointments problem itself changes over

time, appointee selection also changes. When removal is possible and the bureaucrat is

18Krause and O’Connell (2016) attribute this change in appointments to presidents learning on-the-
job how to better manage the bureaucracy. This analysis suggests that selecting appointees on the
basis on preference alignment may not be due to experiential learning (Carpenter 2010; Krause and
O’Connell 2016), but rather due to the changing nature of the appointments problem.
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sufficiently moderate, the president appoints non-allies. When removal is impossible,

real loyalty vis-à-vis appointee behavior coincides with preference loyalty. If removal is

more costly due to a weak or dwindling pool of replacements, then political removals

may be less credible in practice late in an administration.

Proposition 4 (Evolution of Appointments) Assume τ ą τ and βA ă
εpθq
?
1`κ

. Then,

the first period appointee is less aligned than his replacement, or |βP˚1 | ą |βP˚2 |.

The analysis demonstrates that, conditional on retention, non-allies are more likely

to be competent. Proposition 5 states that if the bureaucrat is moderate in equilibrium

non-allies are retained only if they are experts, whereas both expert and non-expert

allies may be retained. This is a direct implication of Lemma 5.

Proposition 5 (Loyalty-Competence) Assume τ ą τ and bA ă εpθq. If bA ă
εpθq
?
1`κ

,

then a non-ally appointee retained in equilibrium is an expert (i.e., κ˚pr “ 1q “ 1). If

bA ą
εpθq
?
1`κ

, then an ally appointee retained in equilibrium is expert with probability κ

(i.e., κ˚pr “ 1q “ κ).

While appointee expertise is initially independent of ideology, this analysis

suggests that an association between ideology and expertise amongst appointees that

remain in the administration may develop as an administration progresses. The

association between an appointee’s level of expertise (competence) and an appointee’s

policy preferences (loyalty) arises due to how appointee’s career concerns interact

with the credibility of removal.

5 Conclusion

This paper recognizes that the president faces an agency problem with her political

appointees. Previous work on executive appointments ignores the possibility that
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political appointees may distort their decision-making in order to further their

reputation with the president and maintain their position within the administration.

I argue that the relationship between optimal appointee ideology and agency

ideology is more subtle than previous work has suggested precisely because of the

ongoing accountability relationship between political appointees and the president.

The president’s ability to remove political appointees on the basis of on-the-job

performance affects how political appointees negotiate interactions with career civil

servants. If political appointees vary in their ability to effectively execute policy,

delegation to expert career bureaucrats may signal an appointee lacks the ability to

determine policy himself.

This means political appointees face reputation concerns that lead them to try to

demonstrate expertise. These reputation concerns affect an appointee’s willingness to

rely on the expertise of subordinate career bureaucrats within their organizations. In

order to demonstrate expertise, political appointees may seek to exert more control

over policy by retaining decision-making authority.

As a result, the president faces a tradeoff between ideological alignment and

informed policymaking. If the bureaucrat is sufficiently moderate and the benefit of

retention is sufficiently large, the president only benefits from bureaucratic expertise

if she appoints a less aligned political appointee. Loyal appointees will face career

incentives to select policy themselves, even if they lack the expertise to do so

effectively. In contrast, appointees less aligned with the president have more of an

incentive to delegate to career experts because threats of dismissal are more credible.

The results suggest that selecting non-ally appointees is valuable because it

facilitates reliance on bureaucratic expertise by non-expert appointees. This improves

policymaking in the first period and leads to retention of more competent appointees.

The results highlight the influence of dynamic incentives on optimal political
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appointments: in a dynamic model, intrinsic policy preferences do not necessarily

coincide with appointee behavior.
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A Appendix

A.1 Formal Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. In the second period, an appointee with bias βP and expertise θP will
delegate if

´pbA ´ bP q
2
ą ´p1´ θP qVarpωq ñ bA ´ εpθP q ă bP ă bA ` εpθP q.

If this condition holds with equality, then the appointee is indifferent between delegating
and exercising leadership and either action is a best response. �

Proof of Lemma 2. Consider two cases:

• If bA ď εpθq, then the following is sufficient for E to prefer an ally

´p1´ κqb2A ě ´pbA ´ εpθqq
2
´ p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq

which is always satisfied given bA ď εpθq.

• If bA ą εpθq, then the following is sufficient for E to prefer an ally

´p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq ą ´κpbA ´ εpθqq
2
´ p1´ κqb2A

which is always satisfied given bA ą εpθq.

�

Proof of Lemma 3. First, I show the executive will never retain an extreme appointee
with bP ą bA or bP ă ´bA. For all bP ą bA or bP ă ´bA, the executive’s expected utility
is strictly decreasing in κ̂. The following are sufficient to guarantee the executive always
prefers to replace an extreme appointee

´p1´ κqb2A ą ´b
2
A if bA ď εpθq (13)

´p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq ą ´b2A if bA ą εpθq. (14)

For all ´bA ď bP ď bA, the executive’s expected utility is increasing in κ̂. Consider two
cases:

• If bA ď εpθq, then the executive will never retain an appointee if

´p1´ κqb2A ą ´b
2
P ñ bP ą bA

a

p1´ κq or bP ă ´bA
?

1´ κ.

Observe that if the bureaucrat is closely aligned with the president or

bA ď
εpθq

1`
?

1´ κ
,

the president will never retain an appointee if bP R ∆˚.
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• If bA ą εpθq, then the executive will never retain an appointee if

´p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq ą ´b2P ñ bP ą εpθq
a

p1´ κq or bP ă ´εpθq
a

p1´ κq.

�

Proof of Lemma 4. There are four cases to consider:

• Case 1: bA ď εpθq, bP P ∆˚

The executive will retain only if

´κ̂b2P ´ p1´ κ̂qb
2
A ě ´p1´ κqb

2
A ñ κ̂ ě

κb2A
b2A ´ b

2
P

” κ.

• Case 2: bA ď εpθq, bP R ∆˚

The executive will retain only if

´β2
P ´ p1´ κ̂qp1´ θqVarpωq ě ´p1´ κqb2A ñ κ̂ ě 1`

b2P ´ p1´ κqb
2
A

p1´ θqVarpωq
” κ.

• Case 3: bA ą εpθq, bP P ∆˚

The executive will retain only if

´κ̂b2P ´ p1´ κ̂qb
2
A ě ´p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq ñ κ̂ ě

b2A ´ p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq

b2A ´ b
2
P

” κ.

• Case 4: bA ą εpθq, bP R ∆˚

The executive will retain only if

´b2P ´ p1´ κ̂qp1´ θqVarpωq ě ´p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq ñ κ̂ ě κ`
b2P

p1´ θqVarpωq
” κ.

�

Proof of Lemma 5. Let τ ą τ . By Lemma 7 in Appendix A.2, in any equilibrium that
satisfies the D1 refinement σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 0.

First, I show there does not exist an equilibrium in which σ˚1 pθl, bP q ą 0 if bP R ∆˚.
Consider two cases:

• If bA ď εpθq, I show that if bP R ∆˚ there does not exist ρp0, bP q P r0, 1s such that the
non-expert appointee prefers to delegate.

For the non-expert appointee to weakly prefer delegating to exercising leadership, the
following condition must hold:

3



ρp0, bP q ď
p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q

2

δ rτ ´ p1´ θqVarpωq ` κb2P ` p1´ κqpbA ´ bP q
2s
.

This is not feasible as bP R ∆˚ implies

p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2
ă 0

whereas
τ ´ p1´ θqVarpωq ` κb2P ` p1´ κqpbA ´ bP q

2
ą 0

given τ ě τ .

For the non-expert appointee to weakly prefer delegating, the following condition must
hold:

ρp0, bP q ď
p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q

2

δrτ ` b2P ´ κp1´ θqVarpωqs
.

This is not feasible as bP R ∆˚ implies

p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2
ă 0

whereas
τ ` b2P ´ κp1´ θqVarpωq ą 0

given τ ě τ .

Then, there does not exist an equilibrium in which σ˚1 pθl, bP q ą 0 for bP R ∆˚.

Next, I show that there exists an equilibrium in which σ˚1 pθl, bP q “ 0 for all bP R ∆˚. Given
the D1 refinement requires κ˚p1, bP q “ 0, for this to be an equilibrium strategy, the
following must hold

´p1´ θlqVarpωq ` δEpremovedq ě ´pbA ´ bP q
2
` δEpremovedq

which is always satisfied. By Lemma 8 in Appendix A.3, this is the unique equilibrium
strategy for bP R ∆˚.

Similarly, if bP P ∆˚, but bP R R, then σ˚1 pθl, bP q “ σ˚2 pθl, bP q “ 1, given

´pbA ´ bP q
2
ą ´p1´ θlqVarpωq.

Now, I show that the unique equilibrium strategy is semi-separating (i.e., σ˚1 pθl, bP q “ 1) for
bP P ∆˚ XR.

• There does not exist a fully separating equilibrium in which σ˚1 pθl, bP q “ 1 for bP P
∆˚ X intR given

τ ą
1

δ

“

p1´ θlqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2
‰

´ rκb2P ´ κpbA ´ bP q
2
s

where τ ą τ guarantees this is satisfied for all bP P ∆˚ XR.
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• There does not exist a fully pooling equilibrium @ bP “ 0 P ∆˚ X R given the D1
refinement requires off-path κ˚p1, bpq “ 0 and

´pbA ´ bP q
2
ą ´p1´ θlqVarpωq.

• There exists a semi-separating equilibrium for bP P ∆˚ XR characterized by

κ

κ` p1´ κqp1´ σ˚1 pθl, bP qq
“ κñ σ˚1 pθl, bP q “

b2P
p1´ κqb2A

and

ρ˚p0, bP q “
p1´ θlqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q

2

δpτ ´ κbApbA ´ 2bP qq
P r0, 1s.

�

Proof of Proposition 1. Let τ ą τ and bA ă εpθq. First, observe that if bA ď
εpθq

1`
?
1´κ

,

then R Ă ∆˚. Instead, if bA ą
εpθq

1`
?
1´κ

, then Lemma 5 implies

´b2P ´ p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq ă ´p1´ κqb2A

for all bP P Rz∆
˚, which means there exists some bP P ∆˚ that is preferred to any bP P Rz∆

˚.
By Lemma 2, βP˚2 P ∆˚ if r “ 0. �

Proof of Proposition 2. Let bA ă
εpθq
?
1`κ

. In any semi-separating equilibrium, the execu-
tive’s expected second period utility is equal to her expected utility from replacement:

´δp1´ κqb2A.

Then, the executive will choose the ideology of her appointee to maximize first period control.
For bP P ∆˚ X R, the following conditions must be satisfied in the unique semi-separating
equilibrium in which σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 0:

σ˚1 pθ, bP q “
b2P

p1´ κqb2A
(15)

ρ˚p0, bP q “
p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q

2

δpτ ´ κbApbA ´ 2bP qq
. (16)

Note that if bP P t´bA
?

1´ κ, 0, bA
?

1´ κu there are many possible retention probabilities
that support the same delegation behavior, but do not affect the executive’s expected
utility.

The executive’s first period expected utility given σ˚1 pθP , bP q is

´κb2P ´ p1´ κq
“

σ˚1 b
2
A ` p1´ σ

˚
1 qpb

2
P ` p1´ θlqVarpωqq

‰

5



which, substituting into the expression, becomes

b4P
b2A
`

„

p1´ θlqVarpωq

b2A
´ 2



b2P ´ p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq.

This is maximized at βP˚1 P t˘βA
?

1´ κu provided

bA ´ εpθlq ă ´bA
?

1´ κñ bA ă
εpθlq

1`
?

1´ κ

and
b4P
b2A
`

„

p1´ θqVarpωq

b2A
´ 2



b2P ą 0

which is satisfied if

b

2b2A ´ p1´ θlqVarpωq ă bA
?

1´ κñ bA ă
εpθlq
?

1` κ
.

If εpθlq

1`
?
1´κ

ă bA ă
εpθq
?
1`κ

, then βP˚1 “ bA
?

1´ κ. Otherwise, βP˚1 “ 0.

Appendix A.2 provides proof of uniqueness. �

Proof of Proposition 3. Let bA ă εpθq. Given the equilibrium characterization in Propo-
sition 2, βP˚1 “ bA

?
1´ κ. Then,

BβP˚1

BbA
“
?

1´ κ ą 0

BβP˚1

Bκ
“ ´

bA

2
?

1´ κ
ă 0.

�

Proof of Proposition 4. This follows directly from Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 5. This follows directly from Lemma 4.
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A.2 Uniqueness

The D1 criterion eliminates pooling equilibria in which delegating to the bureaucrat signals
competence if τ ą κb2Ap1 ` 2

?
1´ κq. I show that each type of appointee has a unique

equilibrium strategy that leads to a unique expected payoff for the executive.

Lemma 6 In any equilibrium that satisfies the D1 refinement ρ˚p1, bP q “ 0.

Proof. Suppose ρ˚p1, bP q ą 0. Then, bP P R and, in order to satisfy κ˚p1, bP q ě κ, on-path

σ˚1 p1, bP q ě σ˚1 pθ, bP q. (17)

There are three types of equilibria that satisfy (17):

• Fully separating: σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 1, σ˚1 pθ, bP q “ 0

First I rule out separating equilibria that involve σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 1, σ˚1 pθ, bP q “ 0, which
imply ρ˚p0, bP q “ 0, ρ˚p1, bP q “ 1. I show that a non-expert would prefer to delegate
if

τ ą
1

δ

“

pbA ´ bP q
2
´ p1´ θqVarpωq

‰

` EuP2 premovedq.

This is clearly satisfied if bP P ∆˚. If bP R ∆˚, then incentive compatibility for the
non-expert requires

τ ď
1

δ

“

pbA ´ bP q
2
´ p1´ θqVarpωq

‰

`
“

p1´ θqVarpωq ´ κb2P ´ p1´ κqpbA ´ bP q
2
‰

if bA ď εpθq

τ ď
1

δ

“

pbA ´ bP q
2
´ p1´ θqVarpωq

‰

`
“

κp1´ θqVarpωq ´ b2P
‰

if bA ą εpθq.

If bP R ∆˚, then incentive compatibility for the expert requires

τ ě
1

δ

“

pbA ´ bP q
2
‰

´
“

κb2P ` p1´ κqpbA ´ bP q
2
‰

if bA ď εpθq

τ ě
1

δ

“

pbA ´ bP q
2
‰

´
“

b2P ` p1´ κqp1´ θqVarpωq
‰

if bA ą εpθq.

Incentive compatibility for both the expert and non-expert cannot be satisfied if δ ă 1.
This cannot be an equilibrium.

• Semi-separating: 1 ą σ˚1 p1, bP q ą σ˚1 pθ, bP q “ 0

Now I rule out semi-separating equilibria that involve 1 ą σ˚1 p1, bP q ą σ˚1 pθ, bP q, which
imply ρ˚p0, bP q “ 0 and σ˚1 pθ, bP q “ 0 (by Lemma 8). I show that a non-expert would
prefer to delegate if

ρ˚p1q “
pbA ´ bP q

2

δrEuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
ą

pbA ´ bP q
2 ´ p1´ θqVarpωq

δrEuP2 pθ, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
.

7



This is clearly satisfied if bP P ∆˚. If bP R ∆˚, then this is satisfied if

τ ą κpb2A ´ 2bAbP q for all bA ď εpθq

τ ą 0 for all bA ą εpθq

which holds given τ ą τ . Therefore, this cannot be an equilibrium.

• Fully pooling: σ˚1 p1, bP q “ σ˚1 pθ, bP q

If σ˚1 p1, bP q “ σ˚1 pθl, bP q “ 1, then κ˚p1, bP q “ κ and ρ˚p1, bP q “ 0 if bP “ 0. If bP “ 0,
then the D1 refinement requires that off-path, κ˚p0, 0q “ 1 as

1´
pb2A ´ p1´ θlqVarpωqq

δrEuP2 pθl, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
ą 1´

b2A
δrEuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs

given the assumption τ ą τ . However, this cannot be an equilibrium if off-path beliefs
satisfy the D1 refinement.

If σ˚1 p1, βP q “ σ˚1 pθl, βP q “ 0, the D1 refinement requires that off-path, κ˚p1, βP q “ 0 as

pβA ´ βP q
2 ´ p1´ θlqVarpωq

δrEuP2 pθl, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
ă

pβA ´ βP q
2

δrEuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs

given the assumption τ ą τ , which implies ρ˚p1, βP q “ 0. �

Lemma 7 Let τ ą τ . In any equilibrium that satisfies the D1 refinement expert appointees
exercise leadership, σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 0.

Proof. An expert appointee will always prefer to exercise leadership if

ρ˚p0, bP q ´ ρ
˚
p1, bP q ą

´pbA ´ bP q
2

δ rEuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
ă 0

which is satisfied given τ ą 0 as ρ˚p1, bP q “ 0 implies ρ˚p0, bP q ´ ρ
˚p1, bP q ě 0. �

Proof of Proposition 2 (Uniqueness). I show that if τ ą τ and bA ă
εpθq
?
1`κ

, then in any

equilibrium satisfying the D1 refinement, βP˚1 “ bA
?

1´ κ. By Lemma 7 and Lemma 8,
σ˚1 p1, bP q “ 0 and σ˚1 pθl, bP P Rq P r0, 1s. I show that for each appointee bP P R, there is a
unique probability of delegation in any equilibrium that satisfies D1.

If bP R R, then σ˚1 pθP , bP q “ σ˚2 pθP , bP q. See proof of Lemma 5.

If bP P R,

• βP P ∆˚

There does not exist a fully separating equilibrium if

τ ą
1

δ

“

p1´ θlqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2
‰

` κrb2A ´ 2bAbP s.
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There does not exist a fully pooling equilibrium if bP P ∆˚ XRzt0u if τ ą 0.
There exists a semi-separating equilibrium @ bP P ∆˚ XR if

τ ą
1

δ

“

p1´ θlqVarpωq ´ p1´ δκqb2A
‰

” τ .

• bP R ∆˚

There does not exist a fully separating equilibrium if

τ ą
1

δ

“

p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2
‰

`
“

p1´ θqVarpωq ´ κb2P ´ p1´ κqpbA ´ bP q
2
‰

.

There does not exist a semi-separating equilibrium given βP R ∆˚ implies

p1´ θqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2
ă 0 ñ ρ˚p0q ă 0

which is not feasible.

There exists pooling equilibrium that satisfies the D1 refinement. If τ ą κb2Ar1 `
2
?

1´ κs, then D1 criterion implies κ˚p1q “ 0 as ρ1 ą ρθ if:

τ ą κrb2A ´ 2bAbP s.

For this to hold @bP ă bA ´ εpθq,

τ ą κb2Ar1` 2
?

1´ κs.

Then, the utility comparison in Appendix A.1 identifies the unique optimal appointee. �
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A.3 Structure of Equilibrium Appointee Strategies

Lemma 8 In any PBE, at most one type of appointee is indifferent between delegating au-
thority and exercising policy leadership.

Proof. Suppose D bP P R such that both types of appointees are indifferent. This implies for
the expert appointee

pbA ´ bP q
2
` δpρ˚p0, bP q ´ ρ

˚
p1, bP qq

“

EuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedq
‰

“ 0 (18)

and for the non-expert

pbA ´ bP q
2
´ p1´ θlqVarpωq ` δpρ˚p0, bP q ´ ρ

˚
p1, bP qq

“

EuP2 pθl, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedq
‰

“ 0.(19)

Rearranging from each expression for ρ˚p0q ´ ρ˚p1q, this implies

ρ˚p0, bP q ´ ρ
˚
p1, bP q “

´pbA ´ bP q
2

δ rEuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
(20)

ρ˚p0, bP q ´ ρ
˚
p1, bP q “

p1´ θlqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2

δ rEuP2 pθl, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
(21)

must hold.

For any bP P ∆˚,

´pbA ´ bP q
2

δ rEuP2 p1, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
ă 0 ď

p1´ θlqVarpωq ´ pbA ´ bP q
2

δ rEuP2 pθl, retainedq ´ EuP2 premovedqs
(22)

and expression (20) and (21) cannot both be satisfied.

For bP R ∆˚, the following is sufficient to guarantee both conditions cannot be satisfied:

τ ą κb2Ap1` 2
?

1´ κq if bA ď εpθq (23)

τ ą b2Ap1` 2
?

1´ κq ´ p1´ κqp1´ θlqVarpωq if bA ą εpθq (24)

which is implied by τ ą τ . �
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